
19:00:38 From  Charles V  to  Everyone: 

 Sorry as a footballer I was not overly impressed the Matildas let the occasion get to them 

19:00:48 From  Julie Parker  to  Everyone: 

 NOTIFICATION TO FOAM ATTENDEES 

  

 Do to continued calls for changing of FOAM meeting times and days to accommodate those 

who can not easily attend on Friday evenings, we will start recording our meetings for limited 

viewing. 

  

 The recording link will be shared upon request of FOAM members and not be published on 

any video platform. 

  

 The recording of our meetings can be paused at any time if contributors are uncomfortable 

with their particular communication being included in the recording. 

  

 FOAM attendees are welcome to change their Zoom user name and keep their video off 

during the meetings to retain their anonymity. 

  

 If you missed the meeting and would like the recording link, you can send a request to Julie 

at julie@julieparkerpracticesuccess.com.au 

19:01:42 From  Caroline & Guy  to  Everyone: 

 Hi Everybody 

19:01:45 From  Rosie  to  Everyone: 

 ji everyone :) 

19:01:52 From  Rosie  to  Everyone: 

 hi even haha 

19:02:17 From  Trina's to  Everyone: 

 Hi Everyone      

19:03:16 From  Aldo to  Everyone: 

 “And you shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free” 

 John 8:32 

 

 



19:03:38 From  Rosie  to  Everyone: 

 I can't talk tonight - voice has left me but we had a great win in court on Tuesday - client on 

ivermectin charges had been looking at 3 years in jail - we got a brilliant result - spent conviction 

order and all     . Magistrate summed it up quite well too. 

19:03:53 From  Julie Parker  to  Everyone: 

 Go along to our website to find past FOAM meeting summaries and also to share with 

friends and also to register your details to receive notification emails. https://foamgroup.online/ 

19:04:09 From  Sharon   to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "I can't talk tonight…" with     

19:05:56 From  snowy   to  Everyone: 

 Shabbat Shalom 

19:06:22 From  Julie Parker  to  Everyone: 

 Shabbat Shalom 

19:07:57 From  Caroline & Guy  to  Everyone: 

 but not Streaky Bay :) 

19:08:06 From  snowy  to  Everyone: 

 Pushback 

19:08:07 From  Lynne   to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "Shabbat Shalom" with     

19:08:09 From  John & the BOSS  to  Everyone: 

 Watch the shadow minsiter for emrgency services Victoria  Ann MArie Hermans  is awake 

19:08:15 From  John & the BOSS  to  Everyone: 

 https://rumble.com/v30r0ue-graham-and-john-discuss-with-shadow-minister-for-

emergency-services-in-vict.html 

19:08:16 From  Lynne  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "Shabbat Shalom" with     

19:09:06 From  Lynne   to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "“And you shall know …" with    

19:09:34 From  Lynne   to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "Sorry as a footballe…" with       

19:10:02 From  Charles V  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "“And you shall know ..." with    



19:10:41 From  Charles V  to  Everyone: 

 Genesis 9:16 

19:11:00 From  Lynne  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "Watch the shadow min…" with       

19:12:19 From  Lynne   to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "Genesis 9:16" with      

19:13:15 From  Gerry B  to  Everyone: 

 UPDATE today -- Just published -- Your COVID Medical News Network --  

https://cmnnews.substack.com/ 

19:13:38 From  Candice’s to  Everyone: 

 Such a powerful song- my heart is filled with tears      

19:13:56 From  Bru  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "Such a powerful song…" with     

19:14:06 From  Sincere  to  Everyone: 

 Great lyrics!!! 

19:14:44 From  Fi R  to  Everyone: 

 Have immediately added it to my Spotify playlist!!      

19:16:09 From  snowy   to  Everyone: 

 FEAR = False Evidence Appearing Real 

19:16:34 From  Charles V  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "FEAR = False Evidenc..." with    

19:16:56 From  snowy   to  Everyone: 

 FAITH + Forsaking All I Trust HIM 

19:17:08 From  Charles V  to  Everyone: 

 Encourage people to look up Simon Michaux an economist who debunks climate change 

agenda by globalist as just a bad dream and provides numbers to back it up 

19:17:24 From  Candice’s to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "Such a powerful song…" with     

19:17:50 From  Lynne   to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "Encourage people to …" with     

 



19:18:25 From  Caroline & Guy  to  Everyone: 

 A message on Telegram appeared on SGTNews channel that the C19 poisons have been 

classed as military bio weapons.  Havent been able corroborate that yet 

19:18:27 From  Aldo to  Everyone: 

 Chris Crewther Lib MP Mornington also on he same page. 

19:18:31 From  Gerry B  to  Everyone: 

 John, When is THE BOSS going to be elevated to a higher chair? 

19:19:15 From  Charles V  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "Chris Crewther Lib M..." with       

19:19:22 From  Charles V to  Everyone: 

 Removed a       reaction from "Chris Crewther Lib M..." 

19:19:31 From  Charles V  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "John, When is THE BO..." with       

19:19:54 From  Karina  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you very much Charles!!    Great to be here! Hello everyone! 

19:20:07 From  Gerry B  to  Everyone: 

 Hi Karina -- GREAT to see you here 

19:21:03 From  Rosie  to  Everyone: 

 I've been on holidays (still working haha) and I still haven't caught up on all the videos I need 

to watch lol 

19:21:16 From  Lynne   to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "I've been on holiday…" with    

19:21:24 From  snowy   to  Everyone: 

 I listened to it yesterday. Pity she’s in Political Party. 

19:21:29 From  Karina  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you very much Gerry, you are the reason I am  able to be here!    

19:21:51 From  Clare  to  Everyone: 

 I agreeJohn, shewasopen to listening and 

19:22:25 From  John & the BOSS  to  Everyone: 

 watch the video here https://rumble.com/v30r0ue-graham-and-john-discuss-with-shadow-

minister-for-emergency-services-in-vict.html 

 



19:22:54 From  Clare  to  Everyone: 

 Ooops! She was open to hear new information and listen to John and Hoody 

19:23:46 From  Sharon Cousins  to  Everyone: 

 I only watched Died Suddenly this week. Could have been improved with genuine jab-injured 

people or the families of the jab-deceased. Funeral Embalmers stories and footage of jab-deceased 

specimens was poignant. 

19:24:28 From  Julie Parker  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "I only watched Died ..." with    

19:24:33 From  Julie Parker  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "watch the video here..." with    

19:24:43 From  Julie Parker  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "Thank you very much ..." with     

19:24:50 From  Julie Parker  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "I listened to it yes..." with    

19:24:56 From  Julie Parker  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "I've been on holiday..." with     

19:25:04 From  Sheree  to  Everyone: 

 Agreed Gerard 

19:25:23 From  Julie Parker  to  Everyone: 

 Replying to "Thank you very much ..." 

  

 Hi, Karina! Great to have you here. 

19:25:29 From  Julie Parker  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "John, When is THE BO..." with       

19:25:33 From  Sheree  to  Everyone: 

 I have. 

19:25:34 From  Vicki B  to  Everyone: 

 Me! 

19:25:38 From  Caroline & Guy  to  Everyone: 

 yes 

 



19:25:42 From  Candice’s to  Everyone: 

 Me too 

19:26:12 From  Simon  to  Everyone: 

 :D 

19:26:18 From  Caroline & Guy  to  Everyone: 

 rolling on the floor laughing 

19:27:34 From  Simon  to  Everyone: 

 mobi score on houses, kind of house social credit      -further from city lower the score 

19:28:53 From  Aldo to  Everyone: 

 This happened at Golden Beach, Vic. Land owners had to purchase adjoining lots - 

consolidation in order to build. 

19:30:09 From  Ali  to  Everyone: 

 I saw on café locked out a story about a woman in qld hinterlands with 2 other women on 

her land in tiny houses.  Paying rent and helping the woman on her land.  

 Council has come along and said no, you can't do this, they can't live here!! Council is moving 

the women with no home on elsewhere, and trying to talk the older lady who owns the land into 

moving to aged commumity !! 

19:30:10 From  Ali  to  Everyone: 

 Insane 

19:30:28 From  Aldo to  Everyone: 

 Newly arrived Europeans were transported on buses and sold land they could not build on. It 

was marketed as Surfers Paradise in Gippsland. 

19:30:42 From  Caroline & Guy  to  Everyone: 

 This has not happened in SA to my knowledge.  As long as you go through the approval 

process it seems to work fine. 

19:30:45 From  Rosie  to  Everyone: 

 In WA some councils have absolutely bulldozed buildings that have been put up without a 

permit - absolutely disgusting. Over the last 15 years they have become radical @#%^&! 

19:30:57 From  Bru  to  Everyone: 

 I agree. I’m doing works without a council permit. I’ve put up trespass notices.  

 What are they going to do? Fine me?! 

19:31:40 From  Candice’s to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "FEAR = False Evidenc…" with    



19:31:45 From  Charles V  to  Everyone: 

 A blonde goes into the post office for Christmas stamps to post on her Christmas cards.  She 

says to the clerk "May I have 50 Christmas stamps?'    The clerk says "what denomination?"   The 

blonde says "God help us,  Has it come to this?"   "Oh give me six Catholic, twelve Presbyterian, ten 

Lutheran and twenty two Baptist" 

19:31:49 From  Tess  to  Everyone: 

 I mentioned TIMS TRUTH on Rumble he has videos about how to take the councils on.   They 

do not have  any right to stop us because they are actually now lawful 

19:32:09 From  Lynne   to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "A blonde goes into t…" with       

19:32:18 From  Bru  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "A blonde goes into t…" with       

19:32:20 From  Lynne   to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "A blonde goes into t…" with     

19:32:23 From  Carol to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "A blonde goes into t…" with       

19:32:38 From  Bru  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "I mentioned TIMS TRU…" with    

19:32:40 From  Sheree  to  Everyone: 

 I saw a news article which was stating that a woman in the Sunshine Coast was offering her 

land (acreage) for people to live on her home.  Other people were staying on the property, one in a 

tiny house and one in a caravan.  The council told her that they couldn't stay, and had a short time to 

move on.  But due to the lack of accommodation, there is no where for them to go. 

19:32:56 From  Tess  to  Everyone: 

 ASK the council to provide you with the minutes of the council meeting that passed the rule 

for what ever it is you are being asked to do... 

19:33:06 From  Bru  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "ASK the council to p…" with    

19:33:30 From  snowy   to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "I mentioned TIMS TRU..." with    

19:34:28 From  Sheree  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "A blonde goes into t..." with       

 



19:34:34 From  Tess  to  Everyone: 

 Catch cry "There is not statue of limitations for murder or collusion with murder" 

19:34:54 From  Lynne  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "Catch cry "There is …" with    

19:35:08 From  Charles V  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "Catch cry "There is ..." with    

19:35:11 From  Jen  to  Everyone: 

 Well done Karen, you’re Amazing!!! 

19:35:20 From  Tess  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "Well done Karen, you..." with    

19:35:30 From  Lynne   to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "Well done Karen, you…" with    

19:36:13 From  Julie Parker  to  Everyone: 

 Thanks, Karen xx 

19:37:00 From  Candice’s to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "A blonde goes into t…" with       

19:37:00 From  Julie Parker  to  Everyone: 

 LAWS WITHOUT CAUSE AREN'T LAWS 

19:37:27 From  Tess  to  Everyone: 

 I thought that Michael Grey Griffith's discussion that the miners on the RIGS if you say you 

had the vaccine and are vaccine injured they will open up with their own injuries.   BUT if you say you 

are Unvaccinated they will not open up to you..... 

19:37:44 From  Lynne   to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "I thought that Micha…" with       

19:38:17 From  Caroline & Guy  to  Everyone: 

 plenty of guns in Streaky Bay 

19:39:52 From  snowy   to  Everyone: 

 Im definitely going and bringing 3 others on 5 Aug 

19:39:52 From  Karen And Alex  to  Everyone: 

 We need to support our farmers... come to join Wade Northausen on August 5th 11am at 

the VFF headquarters in Collins Street Melbourne 

 



19:41:18 From  Charles Kovess -  Freedom. Passion. Law. Health. Hemp. Comedy (AU)  to  Everyone: 

 LAWS WITHOUT CLAWS AREN'T LAWS. 

19:41:26 From  Charles Kovess -  Freedom. Passion. Law. Health. Hemp. Comedy (AU)  to  Everyone: 

 WE MUST BE ABLE TO PROTECT WITH CLAWS 

19:41:52 From  Karen And Alex  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "Thanks, Karen xx" with     

19:41:57 From  Julie Parker  to  Everyone: 

 Replying to "LAWS WITHOUT CLAWS A..." 

  

 Thank you - I thought I got it wrong - the internet dipped out while you were saying it :-) 

19:41:58 From  Karen And Alex  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "Well done Karen, you..." with     

19:42:08 From  Julie Parker  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "2023 08 05 BB VFF Melbourne.pdf" with    

19:44:21 From  Tess  to  Everyone: 

 I was fined for going 60 (with all the other cars) in a 40 zone of Northbourne Avenue ACT.   

Staff at the office of the people who fined told me that they had also been fined, and THEY told me 

one man received 13 fines over 24 hours.                                            So I asked for the CEO for the 

police letter requesting that the speed zone be dropped from 60 to 40 and the death rate at that site, 

justifying this action.    I got the video and saw that we were all traveling at the same speed.... 

Northbourne is the main road going through the ACT. 

19:44:31 From  Caroline & Guy  to  Everyone: 

 We have the Ozzi Kleen system that sewerage is processed through and non-potable water 

comes out the other end. 

19:44:57 From  Lynne   to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "I was fined for goin…" with     

19:45:05 From  Julie Parker  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "I was fined for goin..." with       

19:46:23 From  Simon  to  Everyone: 

 Mobiscore gives a house location a score based on accessibility of Public transport: 

Education  Shops & services, Sports & culture Health & Care – based on this, the rural houses get 

very low score and therefor very low rights, lowest get taken down 

 



19:46:55 From  Karen And Alex  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "Must go Julie -- Hav..." with     

19:46:58 From  Gerry B  to  Everyone: 

 Must go Everyone -- Have a great weekend (!) 

19:46:58 From  Karen And Alex  to  Everyone: 

 Removed a     reaction from "Must go Julie -- Hav..." 

19:47:04 From  Karen And Alex  to  Everyone: 

 have a great night Gerry 

19:47:13 From  Karen And Alex  to  Everyone: 

 Shabbat shalom 

19:48:51 From  Charles V  to  Everyone: 

 Same with the Child Care Subsidy 

19:51:11 From  Caroline & Guy  to  Everyone: 

 Correct ChalesV 

19:51:45 From  Lynne   to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "Must go Everyone -- …" with      

19:53:58 From  Tess  to  Everyone: 

 Heads up, the doctors are scrabbling because of a new payroll tax.   They are being made 

soul traders.    Many places will not longer bulk bill, and this apparently has to do with the pay roll 

tax and the surgeries are in some cases empty.    Some states have put the tax on hold …. My 

CONCERN is that by the time we have the next "pandemic" the doctors will be hurting financially and 

will COMPLY. How can we help our doctors and nurses wake up.   How can we and STOP this law?    

HOW can we held our doctors and nurses  in general                                         FYI   The Australian 

college of Nursing if feeding the nurses "safe and effective"   and they are running the nursing 

education for the Covid Vaccines. 

19:54:04 From  Caroline & Guy  to  Everyone: 

 Victoria is on Sovereign Risk watch 

19:54:18 From  Charles V  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "Victoria is on Sover..." with    

19:54:21 From  Candice’s to  Everyone: 

 Not surprising when the government spent $20,000 000 000 of taxpayer money on a FRAUD! 

19:55:01 From  Lynne   to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "Heads up, the doctor…" with     



19:55:58 From  Julie Parker  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you, Neil 

19:56:08 From  Charles V  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "Thank you, Neil" with    

19:56:45 From  Julie Parker  to  Everyone: 

 Love those scarves! 

19:56:54 From  Charles V  to  Everyone: 

 Receive a package that is not ticking 

19:57:25 From  Neil  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "Thank you, Neil" with    

19:57:45 From  Charles V  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "Love those scarves!" with    

19:58:01 From  Caroline & Guy  to  Everyone: 

 Charles there could be a chicken inside 

19:58:58 From  Charles V  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "Charles there could ..." with    

19:59:56 From  Karen And Alex  to  Everyone: 

 @Neil, I was going to say that the reason there is no money for the Commonwealth Games is 

because they have been spending the money on upgrades on all the churches and synagogues in 

exchange for votes before elections, apparently up to half million bucks each.... bringing overseas 

nurses and their whole families to Australia, they are each given a house and they are given instant 

citizenship the day they arrive so that the unjabbed nurses are not welcome to come back to work.... 

add that up!!!! 

20:00:25 From  Lynne W  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "@Neil, I was going t…" with     

20:00:33 From  Charles V  to  Everyone: 

 Replying to "Not surprising when ..." 

  

 2 Billion not 20 Billion 

20:00:36 From  Carol to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "@Neil, I was going t…" with     

 



20:01:23 From  Julie Parker  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "@Neil, I was going t..." with    

20:01:36 From  Charles V  to  Everyone: 

 We need to take the FOI path like our colleague in Yarra Valey 

20:01:40 From  Julie Parker  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "Receive a package th..." with    

20:02:02 From  Tess  to  Everyone: 

 OM Goodness this is deliberate that road building of flower beds etc is known to send 

businesses broke. 

20:02:13 From  Julie Parker  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "We need to take the ..." with    

20:02:43 From  snowy   to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "We need to take the ..." with    

20:03:41 From  Tess  to  Everyone: 

 Leichardt council did construction to make road beds on the main road about 10 years ago 

and Leichardt never recovered.  So many businesses went bankrupt.   These councils KNOW what 

they are doing 

20:03:53 From  snowy  to  Everyone: 

 August 3 and 4 in Supreme Court 

20:04:03 From  Lynne   to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "Leichardt council di…" with    

20:04:13 From  Charles V  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "Leichardt council di..." with    

20:04:54 From  Caroline & Guy  to  Everyone: 

 UK has banned new consruction of low traffic zones 

20:05:27 From  Julie Parker  to  Everyone: 

 Go to watch Richard Vobes here: https://www.youtube.com/user/richardvobes 

20:05:54 From  Julie Parker  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "UK has banned new co..." with       

20:06:30 From  Ali  to  Everyone: 

 more surveillance equipment !! 

 



20:06:43 From  Charles V  to  Everyone: 

 Replying to "OM Goodness this is ..." 

  

 Same in Noble Park footpath redevelopment businesses are screaming it has been more than 

2 months 

20:07:16 From  Tess  to  Everyone: 

 That fellow can't be a freemason, they all live in my apartment block                 FYI       The 

freemasons have full control of the STRATA business system at this time.                                           

GOOD NEWS we do have new laws that make it illegal to get kick backs.  That is BIG and now we rind 

the STRATA COMPANY has had to announce that they get commission from electricity companies 

20:07:40 From  Julie Parker  to  Everyone: 

 https://docmalik.com/ 

20:08:23 From  Caroline & Guy  to  Everyone: 

 Some strata fees are higher than council rates 

20:08:40 From  Tess  to  Everyone: 

 Replying to "OM Goodness this is ..." 

  

 It is happening to ARTARMON shops Sydney and they even made a now right turn sign that is 

targeting the leader of the resistance to the on-going redevelopment. 

20:08:48 From  Julie Parker  to  Everyone: 

 Rumble channel link to presentation by Dr Ahmad Malik https://rumble.com/v30iv4u-dr-

ahmad-malik.html 

20:09:37 From  Rosie  to  Everyone: 

 Replying to "OM Goodness this is ..." 

  

 Same here in Mandurah - main street difficult to navigate - getting on for 4 years now - years 

20:09:47 From  Julie Parker  to  Everyone: 

 Listen to Charles interview John Lukach previously here: https://tntradio.live/shows/mind-

medicine-with-charles-kovess/ 

20:10:08 From  Julie Parker  to  Everyone: 

 End COVID now: https://theendofcovid.com/ref/914/ 

20:11:33 From  Julie Parker  to  Everyone: 

 https://thelightaustralia.com/ 



20:11:56 From  Julie Parker  to  Everyone: 

 https://rumble.com/c/c-1504535 

20:11:57 From  Vicki B  to  Everyone: 

 Sorry guys driving home stopped to msg!! 

20:12:03 From  Vicki B  to  Everyone: 

 THIS WEEK: 

  

 ARJUN MEHTA:  "A 16-year-old young student sharing the challenges of 

 navigating life at a woke school whilst ‘being AWAKE’" 

  

 When: 

 3pm-5pm Sunday 23rd July 2023 

  

 Where:  

 Hampton Uniting Church hall, at 17 Service Street Hampton 

  

 There will be tea and coffee plus biscuits available.  

 A $5 venue hire donation/contribution would be great and will be collected at the entrance.  

  

 Come and join us for our weekly meetings to collaborate, learn and see where you can help.  

 We need all hands on deck to create our new wellness community.  

 WOW international is all about working together as a powerful team.  

 Our aim is to gather 1 million members ASAP so we can truly create leverage and make the 

change and have the impact we all seek. 

  

 More about Arjun: 

  

 Arjun is 16 currently studying at Monash Tech and the oldest of 3 Siblings with his middle 

sister being autistic.  

 He aspires to becoming an aerospace engineer or chemical engineer as well as a  

 software developer and physicist.  

 Arjun focuses very hard on hi 



20:12:09 From  Vicki B  to  Everyone: 

 There you go 

20:12:09 From  Julie Parker  to  Everyone: 

 Charles' Rumble channel https://rumble.com/c/c-1504535 

20:12:20 From  Julie Parker  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "THIS WEEK: 

  

 ARJUN ME..." with     

20:12:26 From  Charles V  to  Everyone: 

 The Rumble in the jungle 

20:12:26 From  Julie Parker  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "There you go" with    

20:12:31 From  Julie Parker  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "The Rumble in the ju..." with       

20:12:37 From  Julie Parker  to  Everyone: 

 MLA 

20:12:49 From  Rosie  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "The Rumble in the ju..." with      

20:13:53 From  Ali  to  Everyone: 

 there's so many rumors that they've already started injecting cattle with mrna injections.  

Does anyone know about it? Hoping that's not true. 

20:14:01 From  Ali  to  Everyone: 

 in nsw 

20:14:07 From  Tess  to  Everyone: 

 STRATA buildings appear to have people in many buildings  who take FULL control of the 

electricity meter room and even keep the meter room KEY …………. Someone is scamming the other 

owners as to what our meter reading are.     I did catch them as I moved out and turned off the 

electricity and you should have seen the "creative billing' that I was sent, complete with and increase 

in electricity use for WINTER.   My real estate agent had the key and was able to verify that I was not 

living there at that time   So Literally we were not able or permitted to have a copy of the electricity 

key. 

20:14:30 From  Charles V  to  Everyone: 

 a legend for his passion and determination 



20:14:50 From  Karen And Alex  to  Everyone: 

 Replying to "in nsw" 

  

 apparently not in VIC, not yet 

20:16:27 From  Rosie  to  Everyone: 

 I think I have some FOIA documents coming from TGA - in relation to Ivermectin …. 

20:16:57 From  Tess  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "I think I have some ..." with     

20:17:01 From  snowy   to  Everyone: 

 Tornado in North Carolina destroyed Pfizer facility 

20:17:12 From  Charles V to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "Tornado in North Car..." with       

20:17:30 From  Lynne to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "The Rumble in the ju…" with      

20:17:31 From  Lynne   to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "The Rumble in the ju…" with       

20:17:51 From  Tess  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "Tornado in North Car..." with     

20:17:59 From  Ali  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "Tornado in North Car..." with       

20:18:01 From  Karina  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "Tornado in North Car..." with       

20:18:29 From  Karen And Alex  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "I think I have some ..." with     

20:18:41 From  Karen And Alex  to  Everyone: 

 Replying to "Tornado in North Car..." 

  

 aint God good! 

20:18:48 From  Aldo to  Everyone: 

 "He who chooses the beginning of a road, also chooses its outcome". 



20:18:58 From  Sharon   to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "aint God good!" with    

20:19:01 From  Sharon   to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "Tornado in North Car…" with    

20:20:14 From  Julie Parker  to  Everyone: 

 Rapping is the way to go! Who could censor this? It goes so quick, they won't know what 

they are singing      

20:20:27 From  Karen And Alex  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "Rapping is the way t..." with      

20:20:43 From  Julie Parker  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to ""He who chooses the ..." with     

20:20:45 From  Charles V  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "Rapping is the way t..." with       

20:20:47 From  John & the BOSS   to  Everyone: 

 if you would like to try a safe and free operating system download from this link transpose it 

to a DVD and boot your computer from the DVD and play  has no effect on your Windows system 

 https://www.linuxmint.com/edition.php?id=305 

20:21:03 From  Karen And Alex  to  Everyone: 

 Replying to "if you would like to..." 

  

 John, seriously.... sometimes I wonder about you 

20:21:21 From  John & the BOSS   to  Everyone: 

 Why Karen 

20:22:23 From  Sheree  to  Everyone: 

 Replying to "Tornado in North Car..." 

  

 A chance to destroy the evidence. 

20:22:24 From  Karen And Alex  to  Everyone: 

 whats the link for this song? 

20:22:44 From  Bruna   to  Everyone: 

 So damn true 



20:22:46 From  Carol to  Everyone: 

 Good song 

20:22:56 From  Candice’s to  Everyone: 

 Powerful words ... 

20:22:57 From  Caroline & Guy  to  Everyone: 

 Replying to "Tornado in North Car..." 

  

 God is great 

20:23:36 From  Bruna  to  Everyone: 

 The younger generation don’t know because they’ve been indoctrinated through school. I 

have this with my daughter ! 

20:24:15 From  Charles V  to  Everyone: 

 Cry Freedom 

20:24:21 From  Julie Parker  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "Cry Freedom" with     

20:25:00 From  Tess  to  Everyone: 

 Isn't is great the SOUND OF FREEDOM is doing so well in the BOX OFFICE 

20:25:02 From  Simon  to  Everyone: 

 When Tyranny Becomes Law, Rebellion Becomes Duty - Thomas also said If people let 

government decide which foods they eat and medicines they take, their bodies will soon be in as 

sorry a state as are the souls of those who live under tyranny.  —Thomas Jefferson 

20:25:04 From  john n tess  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to ""He who chooses the ..." with     

20:25:14 From  Sheree  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "Isn't is great the S..." with    

20:25:19 From  john n tess to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "I think I have some ..." with     

20:25:22 From  Rosie  to  Everyone: 

 see you next week (lurgy permitting haha) 

20:25:26 From  Karen And Alex  to  Everyone: 

 https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=654648025560655 

 



20:25:38 From  Julie Parker  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "https://www.facebook..." with     

20:26:06 From  Karen And Alex  to  Everyone: 

 www.billboardbattalion.com 

20:26:11 From  Karen And Alex  to  Everyone: 

 Wade Northausen 

20:26:15 From  Rosie  to  Everyone: 

 thanks John, hubby is doing that 

20:26:21 From  Karen And Alex  to  Everyone: 

 August 6th, My Place Oakleigh 4pm 

20:26:24 From  Bruna  to  Everyone: 

 The WEF plan is to have local councils in 2 power over us not state or federal 

20:26:33 From  Karen And Alex  to  Everyone: 

 Coatesville Bowls CLub 

20:27:01 From  Julie Parker  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "Wade Northausen" with     

20:27:32 From  Charles V  to  Everyone: 

 Bye everyone until next week 

20:27:49 From  Neil  to  Everyone: 

 Good night all. 

20:28:05 From  Clare  to  Everyone: 

 Good night and thank you 

20:29:47 From  Karen And Alex  to  Everyone: 

 This is a brilliant 5 minutes from the movie God's not dead... watch it... gave me goosebumps  

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=654648025560655 

20:29:55 From  SONIA  to  Everyone: 

 Replying to "Isn't is great the S…" 

 Is Sound of Freedom in Aus yet ? 

20:30:27 From  Caroline & Guy  to  Everyone: 

 Replying to "Isn't is great the S..." 

  



 you can view it online.  low ticket price 

20:32:59 From  Vicki B  to  Everyone: 

 I’m off too - just got home - night all 

20:33:11 From  Jen  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "I’m off too - just g..." with     

20:33:24 From  Sheree  to  Everyone: 

 Good night everyone!  Thank you for everything you do.     

20:33:55 From  Lindy  to  Everyone: 

 What is your chiropractor's name Karen? 

20:36:39 From  Tess  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "What is your chiropr..." with    

20:37:13 From  SONIA  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "What is your chiropr…" with    

20:37:15 From  SONIA  to  Everyone: 

 Removed a    reaction from "What is your chiropr…" 

20:37:20 From  Caroline & Guy  to  Everyone: 

 goodnight everyone 

20:39:59 From  Lynne to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "goodnight everyone" with      

20:40:08 From  Lynne to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "Good night everyone!…" with      

20:40:21 From  Lynne to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "Isn't is great the S…" with     

20:40:54 From  Karen And Alex  to  Everyone: 

 Israel last weekend, photo taken by my friend... the banner says together we will win 

20:43:07 From  snowy to  Everyone: 

 Good night and God bless you all 

20:44:21 From  Arthur  to  Everyone: 

 where is meeting on 6th August? 

 



20:44:46 From  Jen  to  Everyone: 

 Replying to "where is meeting on ..." 

  

 MPO in Bentleigh 

20:48:57 From  Karen And Alex  to  Everyone: 

 Celbeth - 

https://www.instagram.com/holistically_yours_xo/?igshid=OGQ5ZDc2ODk2ZA%3D%3D 

20:50:27 From  Pam  to  Everyone: 

 Goodnight all. 

20:50:48 From  Monica  to  Everyone: 

 Bye soldiers 

20:51:27 From  Lynne   to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "Goodnight all." with    

20:51:31 From  Lynne  to  Everyone: 

 Reacted to "Bye soldiers " with    

21:02:12 From  Tess  to  Everyone: 

 Bye everyone !! 


